The privacy policy below applies to all site visits, transactions and agreements with Rietlanden Terminals
B.V., Westpoortweg 502 1047HB Amsterdam (34238398).
We respect the privacy of the visitors to our website and ensure that the personal information you
provide is treated confidentially. How exactly we do this, and what personal data we collect from you for
which purposes, you can read below.
The use of personal data
When using our website www.rietlanden.com we obtain certain information from you. That may be
personal data. We only keep and use the personal data provided by you directly, in the context of the
service you request (for example via the contact form or for creating an account), or of which it is clear
that they are provided to us to process. We will not use your personal data for other purposes, unless
you have given permission in advance for this or we may or must do so on the basis of the law or the
agreement.
Purposes of use
In order to provide you with the best possible service, Rietlanden Terminals B.V. saves your personal
data in certain cases. Rietlanden Terminals B.V. uses your personal details that arrive on the website of
www.rietlanden.com for:
Job application
If you use our application forms online, you should write your name, address, telephone number and email address there. In addition, you enter (in freely entered fields) an explanation and send us your CV,
with all the associated data. When sending this application, you give us permission to process your data
with the purpose of fulfilling the outstanding vacancy.
In the case of an application procedure for a specific vacancy, we use a retention period of 48 hours on
our website environment. In addition, we store the personal data involved in the application internally
for the duration of the entire application process. No later than 4 weeks after the vacancy has been
filled, we will remove your application, unless you give us permission to keep it for a longer period of
time. For example, in the event that a suitable function is released at a later moment. In that case we
will save your application for 1 year.
If you use the option to enter an open application, we also use a maximum storage period of 1 year. If
you wish to withdraw the open application in the meantime, please contact us. We will facilitate you in
this.

• We can use your IP address to diagnose problems with our server, exclude malicious use and manage
our website. An IP address is a numeric code that identifies your computer on a network or the internet;
• If necessary, the identification of unlawful behavior with regard to Rietlanden Terminals B.V., its
relations and its employees.
Description of personal data
For the above purposes we will process the following personal data from you:
• name and address details;
•sex;
•e-mail address;
•(mobile) number;
•date of birth;
•IP address;
• technical browser information;
• cookie ID;
• click and surf behavior;
• social media account.
Retention periods
We do not store your personal data longer than is necessary to achieve the objectives stated in this
privacy and cookie statement. These are described above.
Confidentiality & provision to third parties
We deal confidentially with your personal data. We do not provide the personal data we collect via our
website to third parties for direct marketing purposes of these parties.
Rietlanden Terminals B.V. may use the services of third parties to process your data in accordance with
this privacy statement. These third parties act as processors for Rietlanden Terminals B.V. and we
ensure that these parties offer sufficient guarantees regarding the technical and organizational security
measures. Third parties that for Rietlanden Terminals B.V. act as processor have a processor agreement
with Rietlanden Terminals B.V. completed in which, among other things, it is stated that they will only
process personal data on behalf of Rietlanden Terminals B.V.
For the rest, Rietlanden provides Terminals B.V. only data to third parties with your prior permission or if
we are obliged to do so on the basis of legislation and regulations, we are compelled to do so as a result
of a lawsuit and / or in the event that we deem it necessary to protect our own interests.

Data security
Rietlanden Terminals B.V. uses careful security procedures for the protection of the processed data,
inter alia to prevent unauthorized persons from gaining unintended access to these data. This way we
ensure that only the necessary persons have access to your data and that access to your personal data is
protected. We use at least a TLS connection, this is the successor of SSL. You will see https: // and a
green lock for the URL.
Cookies
Cookies are used on this website. Cookies are small information files that can automatically be stored or
read from your device when visiting a website (including a PC, tablet or smartphone). This is done via
the web browser on the device. The information that a cookie obtains about your use of the website can
be transferred to secure servers of Rietlanden Terminals B.V. or that of a third party.
Cookies are used on our website to:
• enable functionalities of the website and to protect the website (technical or functional cookies);
• analyze the use of the website and, on that basis, improve the website (analytical cookies).
Technical or functional cookies
The main purpose of cookies is to save you time and effort. For example, if you customize a web page to
suit your personal preferences or if you are navigating in a website, cookies will remember the chosen
settings and preferences for future use. When you visit the website again later, the previously entered
data can be retrieved by the cookies, so that you can easily use the possibilities of the website as you
have previously set. We use the following technical cookies:
PHP SessionID, from our hosting party the cookie PHPsessionID is sent, it checks how long a user is
present on the website (= session). The cookie is automatically deleted again when you leave our
website.
Vimeo Player services, this is a cookie to show you video on our pages and in our safety movie for
example. This cookie is placed for the period that you are on our website. For more information about
Vimeo's privacy policy: https://vimeo.com/cookie_policy
Analytical Cookies
In addition, these website cookies are used for tracking statistics, so that we can gain insight into the use
of our website and the effectiveness of our campaigns. We use the following analytical cookies:
Google Analytics, we have Google Analytics set privacy-friendly, this means that no IP addresses can be
derived as a result of your website visit, because the last octet of the IP address is masked. In addition,
we do not share data with Google and we do not use Google services in combination with Google
Analytics cookies. We have signed a processor agreement with Google. For more information, please
refer to the privacy policy of Google: https://policies.google.com/technologies/cookies?hl=en

Removing cookies Switching on and off
You can choose whether or not to accept cookies. Cookies are automatically accepted by most browsers,
but you can usually change the settings of your browser in such a way that cookies are not accepted if
you wish (check your browser manual page for exact instructions). If you choose not to accept cookies,
you may not be able to make full use of interactive features of this website or other websites that you
visit.
Delete cookies
Most cookies have a best-before date. This means that they automatically expire after a certain period
of time and no longer register data from your site visit. You can also choose to manually delete the
cookies before the expiry date has expired. For more information about this, you can consult the manual
of your browser.
Links to other third party websites
Our internet pages contain links to other websites. This privacy and cookie statement does not apply to
websites of third parties that are connected to our website by means of links. We can not guarantee
that these third parties handle your personal data in a reliable or secure manner. We therefore
recommend that you read the privacy policy of these websites before using these websites.
Your legal rights
If you have any questions or want to know what personal information we hold about you, you can
always contact us with our Data Protection Officer. You can do this by sending us an e-mail via
[fg@rietlanden.com], or by contacting us by telephone on [06-13299022] on Monday through Friday
between 8.00 and 16.00.
You have the following rights:
• receive an explanation of what personal data we have and what we do with it;
• insight into the exact personal data we have;
• to have errors corrected;
• the removal of outdated personal data;
• withdrawing permission;
• object to a specific use;
• transferability of data.
Please note that you always clearly state who you are, so that we can be sure that we do not modify or
delete data from the wrong person.
Changes to this privacy and cookie statement
We reserve the right to amend this privacy and cookie statement. Changes will be published on our
website. It is therefore advisable to consult this policy regularly, so that you are aware of any changes.

Contact details
Rietlanden Terminals BV
Westpoortweg 502,
1047 HB Amsterdam
[34238397]

Authority Personal Data
Of course we are happy to help you further if you have complaints about the processing of your
personal data. Under the privacy legislation, you have the right to file a complaint with the Dutch Data
Protection Authority against our processing of your personal data. You can contact the Dutch Data
Protection Authority for this.

